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1. Chairman Robin Kerr welcomed all to the Zoom meeting.  He asked that everyone kept their mute 

button on unless asked to speak and should they wish to speak to wave either their real hand or the hand on 

the zoom facility.  Votes will be by hand again either virtual or actual. 

The Secretary read out the apologies.  All attendees then were asked to say who they were and what 

association they belonged to. 

 

2. The Minutes of the meeting on January 21st 2020.  The alterations to these minutes which had been 

sent in final form prior to the meeting were agreed and approved.  Proposed by Malcom Baldwyn and 

seconded by Jan Shepley. 

 

3. Application for membership.  The Entry Hill Community Association had applied for membership 

before the cancelled meeting in April.  It was put to the vote and they were unanimously elected onto 

FoBRA.  The Treasurer will now invoice them with the annual subscription.  The Chair of EHCA Katina 

Beckett said a few words. 

 

4.  Chairman’s Report.  This had been circulated previously.  The Chairman had attended a Leader 

meeting on Zoom on 2nd September.  Nick, Justin and the Chairman has asked about the subjects as per the 

Chairman’s report.  

 

-  LTN, and the need for a Traffic Movement Plan to coordinate them and the traffic which is still allowed 

to circulate.  Stakeholders should be given the opportunity to have some input. 

- Covid 19 and the risks involved with the return of 23,000 students to the City, from all over Uk and 

abroad who will then start living with strangers at close quarters.  The Chairman had attended two 

webinars on the subject but they were not enlightening nor very reassuring.  Mass testing when the 

students return is not currently going to happen. Prof Bernie Morley interjected with the fact that mass 

testing could provid a 10% false positive result which in itself would then mean that Bath would have 

to go into Lockdown.  It is not yet known about false positives with the new testing which is being 

spoken about. 

- Seagulls and their continuing nuisance, there is debate about their protection, it might be the case that 

permission has to be granted individually to get rid of every single nest. 

- It is a shame that there is not a DIY store in Bath now that Homebase has closed. 

- It is hoped that something will be done about Bath’s democratic deficit –is the way forward an Area 

Forum or a City Council. 

 

Golf Courses:  Katina Beckett and the Chairman, with the support of local Councillors Messrs Duguid 

and Elliott had spoken at the Cabinet meeting in July; it is now a waiting time.   Elizabeth Hallam said 

that the Entry Hill Gold Course was slowly dying because of bizarre management.  There was a viable 

commercial bid from a local businessman for continuing Entry Hill as a golf course, whereas all other 

bids were reliant on grants or financial support. This included a mountain bike course which had been a 

popular idea when put to a questionnaire but so far no one had bid to build one.  It was hoped that 

ultimately a local business would take over the land as it would be horrid to see locals outmanoeuvred by 

big business.  Katina Beckett said that it was very important to the area what was put there as so many of 

the houses had gardens which ran onto the golf course land.  The land should be kept green and 

sustainable. 

 

5. Planning Report. This had been circulated previously.  Nick Tobin wished to add three items to his 

report. 

-  The Mineral Hospital.  The Planning Committee had met 10 days ago to decide whether to go ahead, 

but deferred a decision until after a site visit, why this had not been done before was not understood. 

There have been considerable objections to the extension which would take away green spaces from 

the City, Helen Wilmot is a resident who is fighting the removal of amenity space,  Ken Loach, Nick 

and Helen had been interviewed on BBC local radio.  They appreciated that a viable use must be found for 

the site, 
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although another hotel was not needed because there were already too many hotel bed spaces in the City.  

The developers must be pressed to justify their assertion that an extension is needed to secure the long term 

future of the former hospital. 

 

 

  -  FoBRA had objected to a 28 bed student block in Bear Flat, this application had been refused. 

 

  -  Jan Shepley WA and FoBRA had objected to the Hutchinson’s 20 metre 5g mast in Widcombe.  This 

application has been refused.  Nick contacted the Cabinet Member for Planning and Wera Hobhouse MP 

who has subsequently written to the Secretary of State, (MHCLG) over our concern that the current system 

does not give us as much room for local discussion as it could and prevents the Council and RAs from 

having constructive input on where these masts would be best sited.  

Nick was not prepared to speak about the new planning laws as he felt it was premature, Graham Feltham 

said that the Government proposals for permitted development may be challenged legally. 

 

Jan Shepley said that at the Widcombe Association AGM they had discussed discussion directly with 

Hutchinson without the Council as the Council say they can’t do anything they have no power as 5g 

providers have permitted development rights.  She asked what FoBRA felt. 

 -    

7.   Transport Report:  This had been circulated previously. (The following are PR’s speaking notes) 

Patrick Rotheram reported that the main development since July was that the Liveable Neighbourhoods 

strategy paper had been approved by the Scrutiny Panel and would now go to Cabinet before being issued 

for public consultation. The Low Traffic Neighbourhood strategy contained reams of cut-and-paste on the 

theory of LTNs and some rather elaborate processes for approving LTNs, but failed to address the difficult 

and critical issue of the cumulative impact of LTNs on traffic movement in the city. Robin and he had a 

Zoom meeting with Joanna Wright on 13 August at which she agreed to consider amending the LTN 

strategy paper to include this issue, but we had heard nothing back. Following up the meeting Robin wrote 

to Joanna (copy on the website) with a copy of our briefing note on the subject. The Committee agreed that 

this note should be used as the basis for FoBRA comments on the LTN strategy paper when it went to 

public consultation (subject to comment by the Transport Committee and the membership), and for any 

public comment on 

the strategy. The strategy refers to the Bath Transport Delivery Plan. On the whole this was a Good Thing 

as it is intended to implement the Bath Transport Strategy, something FoBRA has long called for. However 

the Council seemed determined to develop it without discussion with key external stakeholders. Patrick and 

Van DuBose had taken part in a workshop on the Plan, but this had turned out to be bit of a false dawn – a 

blizzard of virtual post-it notes on ideas for solutions to Bath’s traffic, no discussion of objectives.  There 

would be a public consultation, but this would be too late for any real debate. Joanna Wright had said that 

she was willing to involve stakeholders as the work developed, but we had yet to see a willingness to engage 

with stakeholders such as we had with the Transport Commission which oversaw the production of the 

Bath Transport Strategy in 2014. 

Meanwhile the only response to our traffic movement plan submitted to the Council Leader on 6 July had 

been to inform us that it had been passed to officers. The Committee agreed that the traffic movement plan 

should be used as a basis for discussion with the Council as it developed the Transport Delivery Plan and 

its Low Traffic Neighbourhoods strategy. 

Patrick had circulated as an addendum to his transport report recently announced plans for 10 

Active Travel; routes – basically new cycle routes in various parts of Bath including Circus, Entry Hill, 

Upper Bristol Road and in the city centre. While this was broadly welcome, the scheme was announced 

without any public consultation, and the plans could affect residents outside the immediate areas concerned, 

who would need to be included in the formal consultation process. He would keep members informed of 

any developments. Ceris Humphreys had represented local residents, PERA and FoBRA at the Planning 

Committee discussion of the Listed Buildings application for Cleveland Bridge. The 

Committee postponed a decision pending a site visit. 
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Generally, the picture on transport was mixed. The Council was moving in directions that FoBRA generally 

supported, eg on LTNs, the Clean Air Plan and the Transport Plan, but was proving very unwilling to 

engage seriously with key city stakeholders such as FoBRA. 

Consultation was all very well, but not a substitute for full discussion of the issues, especially while 

proposals are still being developed. 

Patrick thanked Robin for his support on transport matters during his time as Chairman. 

 

Ceris Humphreys pointed out how unusual it was to apply for listed building with no planning application, 

it is very difficult to know what is going on as there will be changes and yet no planning application.  Cllr 

Davis of Walcot supports the weight limit, it is all rather appalling as no proper investigations into the work 

and corners are being cut.  Grade 11* is significant.  Ceris did not believe that the Council are serious about 

the permanent weight limit but there is a growing amount of support, this would mean more traffic for the 

A350. 

 

Ceris was also worried about the strategy document; she felt it would be premature to commit FoBRA to a 

position as the strategy had many inadequacies, particularly about the impact of LTNs on the main roads.  

Patrick said that the failure to address the impact on the road system was the key point in the briefing note. 

 

Emilio asked Patrick if he knew about the cycle route from Gay Street up Lansdown where would it go?  

Was there any more information?  Rachel Hushon asked that before any paper be adopted by FoBRA that 

it should be sent round to all the RAs.  Malcolm Baldwyn support Emilio’s question, he felt that a lot of 

work was being done to stop motorised rat runs and it would not be right if these were superseded by cycling 

rat runs.  Each RA needs to have individual discussions with the Council. Patrick said he had no more 

information 

 

8.   Housing Report – Graham Feltham.  He had not produced a formal report but noted that there had 

been a number of large PBSA planning applications. The Dick Lovett site had been given outline planning 

in 2006 for 675 PBSA it was to be part of the Western Riverside development, although this particular 

application was for 290 beds.  Now there is to be an environmental report because of the size and impact 

for a World Heritage Site.  The Scala site in Oldfield Park due for discussion in April or May will now be 

discussed in September with a target decision date of the end of September.  The Bath Press building has 

changed hands, now owned by Aberdeen Associates they wish to increase the affordable units for rent, 

there is a conflict with parking 

 

 

9.  Winter Party.  The winter party had been a success, it was hoped that parties can restart in 2021 

 

10. AOB.  Jeremy Labram said what a bad effect on Bath the closure of Queens Square from 14th September 

would have, but the Council would not listen. Rachel said what chaos there had been in August when half 

the square was closed impact all round Bath.  Michael Wrigley has written to Joanna Wright asking her to 

monitor the impact if the longer term vision is to close Queens Square to traffic, it would be a good 

opportunity. 

 

The meeting concluded and was followed by the AGM 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  Kirstie Rowlandson       4th September 2020 
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FoBRA Attendees – Meeting 3rd Sept 2020  
 
Baldwin  Malcolm CARA     Representative 
Barnes  Neil  Sion Hill and Summerhill Road RA Treasurer/FoBRA Treasurer  
Beck  Katinka  Entry Hill Community   Chair 
Clark  Colin  Bathwick Hill    Representative 
Crowsley Paul  Sion Hill and Summerhill Road RA Representative 
Davison  Morny  Catharine Place    Representative 
Draeger  Justin  Cavendish Road    Chair 
Du Bose Van  St James’s Square   Representative 
Feltham Graham  LOPRA     Chairman 
Gallie  James  Greenway! 
Hallam  Liz  LOPRA     Representative 
Herve  Ian  PERA     Representative 
Humphreys Ceris  PERA     Representative 
Hushon  Rachael  Lansdown Crescent   Representative 
Jackson  Freyer 
Kerr  Robin  LCA     Chairman/FoBRA Chairman 
Labram  Jeremy  Camden RA    Representative 
Ludham Patricia  SH&SHRA    Representative 
Miles  Tony  UOPRA     Representative 
Prof Morley Bernie  University of Bath   Representative 
O’Sullivan Mark  Greenway Lane Area Resident Forum Representative 
Pimentel-Reid Emilio  Cavendish Road 
Pirie  Stella  Entry Hill Community   Representative 
Richardson Rob  Avondale and Osborne Roads  Chair 
Richardson Mark  Bear Flat RA    Representative/chair 
Rotheram Patrick  Vineyard RA/FoBRA   Transport Lead 
Rowlandson Kirstie  UOPRA     Secretary/FoBRA Secretary 
Robertson Megan  Bath Spa SU    Vice President 
Rushton John  Sydney Buildings HA   Representative 
Shepley  Jan  Widcombe Association   Representative 
Tobin  Nick  ABCPRA    Chairman/FoBRA Vice Chairman 
Wrigley  Michael  Widcombe Association   Representative 
Wright  Nola  Bathwick Estate    Observer 
 
 

Apologies 
 
Bellamy  Terry  Macaulay Prospect   Representative 
Casey  Emily  Bath Spa SU    President 
Donahue Pip  SH&SHRA    Secretary 
Draper  Charles  BERA     Chairman 
Franklin  Theresa  Cavendish Crescent   Representative 
Garner  Sheelagh Caroline Place RA   Representative 
Greenwood Caroline PERA     Observer/Committee member 
Huard  Stephen MLBRA 
Hunter  Clyde  Bear Flat RA 
Maude  Michael  SH&SHRA    Chairman 
Sandford Paul  UOPRA     Chairman 
Sinclair  Sylvia  St James’s Square   Secretary 
Lockwood Diana  Hensley and Egerton   Representative 

 


